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Introduction

Since the civil rights movement of the 1960s, African American history, once the preserve of a few dedicated individuals, has experienced an expansion unprecedented in historical research. The effect of this on-going, scholarly ‘explosion’, in which both black and white historians are actively engaged, is both manifold and wide-reaching for in illuminating myriad aspects of African American life and culture from the colonial period to the very recent past it is simultaneously, and inevitably, enriching our understanding of the entire fabric of American social, economic, cultural and political history.

Perhaps not surprisingly the depth and breadth of coverage received by particular topics and time-periods has so far been uneven. Slavery and the civil rights movement have benefited from enormous attention; indeed one historian notes that in the 1970s the historiography of the former witnessed ‘something like an earthquake’. Standing in contrast, however, the period between Reconstruction and Brown v Board of Education remains relatively underdeveloped.

This guide is intended as a bibliographical tool for all those seeking an introduction to this period. With the notable exceptions of music and literature, it addresses most aspects of African American life and history: education, politics, race relations, religion, women and work are particularly well covered.

The guide includes both periodicals and monographs; the shelf-mark for the latter is included in parentheses at the end of each citation. The majority of works are housed at the British Library at St Pancras, London. A shelf-mark prefaced by ‘DSC’ indicates that the work is held at Boston Spa but may be read in London.


ART-PHOTOGRAPHY


“FEDERAL MURALS TO HONOR THE NEGRO,” Art Digest (1 January 1943). (DSC: 1733.385000)


“FIFTY-SEVEN NEGRO ARTISTS PRESENTED IN FIFTH HARMON FOUNDATION EXHIBIT,” Art Digest (1 March 1933): 18.

HARMON FOUNDATION. Exhibition of the Work of Negro Artists. New York, 1931. (Mic.A.9454(4))


STOKES, Anson Phelps. *Art and the Color Line: an Appeal made May 31, 1939, to the President General and other Officers of the Daughters of the American Revolution to Modify their Rules so as to Permit Distinguished Negro Artists such as Miss Marian Anderson to be Heard in Constitution Hall.* Washington, 1939. (20034.bb.12)


---------- “Negro Artists hold Fourth Annual in Atlanta,” *Art Digest* (15 April 1945):


**CIVIL RIGHTS**


CRIME & PUNISHMENT


**DEMOGRAPHY**


**W.E.B. DUBOIS**


--------------

*The Amenia Conference: an Historic Negro Gathering*. Amenia, 1925. (12211.w.2/8)

--------------


--------------


--------------


--------------


--------------


--------------


--------------

*Darkwater: Voices from within the Veil*. Millwood: Kraus-Thomson, 1975. (X.520/8919)

--------------


--------------


--------------


--------------


The Negro. 1915. (12199.p.1/102)


The Ordeal of Mansart. Millwood: Kraus-Thomson, 1976. (X.800/25896(1))


The Souls of Black Folk. Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co., 1903. (8157.df.9)


“The Talented Tenth.” In The Negro Problem. 1903. (8156.de.38)

The World and Africa: an Inquiry into the Part which Africa has Played in World History. New York: Viking Press, 1947. (09062.e.1)

and Augustus Granville Dill, eds. The College Bred Negro American. Atlanta: Atlanta University Press, 1910. (Ac.2685.b.[no.15])


## ECONOMICS


EDUCATION


ARMSTRONG, M.F. *Hampton, Virginia and its Students*. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1874. (8176.aa.5)


BROCK, Robert Alonzo. *The Public School and its Relation to the Negro*. Richmond: Clemmitt & Jones, 1877. (8304.e.9.(8))


BRUCE, Myrtle. *Factors Affecting Intelligence Test Performance of Whites and Negroes in the Rural South.* New York, 1940. (P.P.1247.gb.)


---------- *A Personnel Study of Negro College Students.* New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1931. (08385.e.18)

---------- *Secondary Education for Negroes.* Washington, 1941. (A.S.202)

---------- *Supervision of the Education of Negroes as a Function of State Departments of Education.* Washington, 1941. (A.S.202)


CUTHBERT, Marion V. *Education and Marginality: a Study of the Negro Woman College Graduate.* New York, 1942. (Mic.A.13595)


HAMPTON, R. Dudley. *Agricultural Extension Work, and Vocational Education in Agriculture in White and Negro Schools in the Southern States of America*. Pretoria, 1935. (012213.c.3/20)


HOWLAND, Isabel. *A Description of the Work at the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama.* 1897. (8364.a.66)

HULSTON, Nancy J. “Our Schools Must be Open to All Classes of Citizens: the Desegregation of the University of Kansas School of Medicine, 1938,” *Kansas History* 19:2 (1996): 88-97.


*JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATION*: A Quarterly Review of Problems Incident to the Education of Negroes. Vol. 1, no. 1 etc. April 1932, etc. (P.P.8003.og)


MACALLISTER, Jane Ellen. *The Training of Negro Teachers in Louisiana.* New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1929. (20019.g.1)


MORGAN, John William. *The Origin and Distribution of the Graduates of the Negro Colleges of Georgia.* Milledgeville, 1940. (08385.ee.45)


NOBLE, Jeanne Laveta. *The Negro Woman’s College Education.* New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1956. (08385.m.19)

NOBLE, Stuart Grayson. *Forty Years of the Public Schools in Mississippi, with Special Reference to the Education of the Negro.* New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1918. (08365.k.8)


PEABODY EDUCATION FUND. *A Brief Sketch of George Peabody, and a History of the Peabody Education Fund through Thirty Years*. Cambridge: John Wilson & Son, 1898. (08365.k.3)


SEATON, William Hope. Schools in Travail: a Short Study of the One-Teacher Negro Rural School of the Southern States with some Applications to African Conditions. New York, 1932. (012213.c.3/9)


SPINGARN, Arthur Bennett. *An Address Delivered before the Fifteenth Annual Session of the National Association of Teachers in Colored Schools.* Augusta, 1914. (8368.i.13)


STETSON, George R. *The Problem of Negro Education.* Boston: Cupples & Co., 1884. (8309.dd.30.(8))


THOMASSON, Maurice E. *A Study of Special Kinds of Education for Rural Negroes.* Charlotte, NC, 1936. (08385.ee.40)


TOURGEE, Albion Winegar. *The Education of the Negro*. In Charles E. Bolton, Twelve Books for the People, no. 9, 1882. (12203.cc.34)

------------ “Education South, with Valuable Statistics”. In Charles E. Bolton, *Twelve Books for the People*, no. 9, 1882. (12203.cc.34)


WASHINGTON, Booker T. “Industrial Education for the Negro.” In *The Negro Problem*, 1933. (8156.de.38)


ENTERTAINMENT – Film, Radio, Theatre


(YC.1988.a.2741)


(DSC: 93/08900)

(YC.1999.b.5347)

(YM.1990.b.395)

(X.435/1244)

(DSC: 98/01117)

(DSC: 99/27589)

(DSC: 84/25464)

(YH.1990.a.198)

(DSC: 97/13139)

(YC.1998.b.4165)

(YK.1994.a.13010)

(DSC: m00/20421)

FAMILY


FOLKLORE


------------ Nigger to Nigger: Character Sketches of the Negroes of South Carolina, in Prose and Verse. New York; London: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1928. (012707.h.28)


------------


FEDERAL WRITERS PROJECT (GEORGIA). *Drums and Shadows: Survival Studies among the Georgia Coastal Negroes*. Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1940. (010007.h.70)


------------


**FREEMASONRY**


**GARVEYISM**


GENERAL


BARROWS, Samuel J. “What the Southern Negro is doing for Himself,” Atlantic Monthly LXVII (June 1891): 810.


--------- A Social History of the American Negro, being a History of the Negro Problem in the United States. New York: Macmillan Co., 1921. (8176.g.16)


DUNBAR, Paul Lawrence. *Representative American Negroes.* In *The Negro Problem,* 1903. (8156.de.38)


The Negro in the United States: a Brief History.


What the Negro Wants. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1944. (8177.m.3)


ROGERS, Joel Augustus. *100 Amazing Facts about the Negro*. New York: J.A. Rogers, 1934. (10009.v.7)


THE GREAT DEPRESSION & THE NEW DEAL


BOND, J. Max. The Educational Programs for Negroes in the TVA,” Journal of Negro Education 6 (1937): 144-51.


JOHNSON, Guy. “Does the South Owe the Negro a New Deal?” *Social Forces* 13 (1934): 100-11.


LINSIN, Christopher E. “Something more than a Creed: Mary McLeod Bethune’s Aim of Integrated Autonomy as Director of Negro Affairs,” *Florida Historical Quarterly* 76:1 (1997): 20-41.


GREAT MIGRATION


COHEN, Jon. “‘Gone up North, Gone out West, Gone!’,” *Smithsonian* 18:2 (1987): 72-83.


SCOTT, Emmett Jay. Negro Migration during the War. New York, 1920. (Ac.2297.g/4)


**HEALTH & MEDICINE**

(For studies of particular medical conditions see, for example, Rice and Jones.)


---------- *The Psychology of the Negro: an Experimental Study*. In Archives of Psychology, no. 36, 1916. (P.P.1247.gb)


*NATIONAL NEGRO HEALTH NEWS*. Vol. 11, no. 2 - vol. 18, no. 2. April/June 1943 - April/June 1950.  (A.S.527)

*NATIONAL NEGRO HEALTH WEEK*. April 1-7, 1923 [etc.]. The ninth [etc.] observation. Washington, 1932 - .  (A.S.520/3)


SPINGARN, Arthur Bennett. *The War and Venereal Disease among Negroes.* New York, 1918. (7640.i.32)


**HISTORY/HISTORIOGRAPHY**


**KU KLUX KLAN**


WHITE, Mollie Alma. *Heroes of the Fiery Cross*. Zarephath, 1928. (08286.a.67)

**LAW**


MACGUINN, Henry Jared. *The Courts and the Changing Status of Negroes in Maryland*. Richmond, 1940. (6786.c.1)


UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT. *The Decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in the Louisville Segregation Case, Buchanan vs. Warley*. New York, 1926. (6617.bb.32)


**LEADERSHIP/ELITE**


MEIER, August and David Lewis. “History of the Negro Upper Class in Atlanta, Georgia, 1890-1958,” *Journal of Negro Education* XXVII (Spring 1959): 130-139.


LIBRARIES


GLEASON, Eliza Atkins. The Southern Negro and the Public Library: a Study of the Government and Administration of Public Library Service to Negroes in the South. Chicago, 1941. (Ac.2691.dia/2.(23))


LYNCHING & VIOLENCE


FULLER, Louisa S. ‘Love ye one another as I have Loved you’: a Poem Addressed to the Lynchers of the Southern Negroes. Santa Cruz: L.S. Fuller, 1901. (11604.a.56.2)


RAPER, Arthur F. *The Tragedy of Lynching*. Chapel Hill, 1933. (Ac.2685.kc.(59))


MILITARY

(For articles in newspapers and periodicals such as *Crisis, Opportunity, Survey Graphic, Negro Digest* see, for example, Davis and Hill.)


BALDRIDGE, C. LeRoy. *I Was There.* New York; London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1919. (7860.g.28)


PUTNEY, Martha S. *When the Nation was in Need: Blacks in the Women’s Army Corps during World War II*. Metuchen; London: Scarecrow Press, 1992. (YC.1993.a.2441)


NAACCP


JACK, Robert L. *History of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People*. Boston: Meador Publishing Co., 1943. (8177.aaa.86)


PAPERS OF THE NAACP. Frederick, MD: University Publications of America, 1982. (Mic.B.936); Guide to the Papers of the NAACP. (ZA.9.a.6671)


**NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE**


**PHILANTHROPY**


POLITICS & POLITICAL THOUGHT


BACOTE, Clarence A. “Negro Officeholders in Georgia under President McKinley,” Journal of Negro History XLIV (July 1959): 226.


CRENSHAW, Files and Kenneth A. Miller. *Scottsboro, the Firebrand of Communism: on the Trial at Scottsboro of Andy Wright and Eight Other Negroes for Rape*. Montgomery: Brown Printing Co., 1936. (06617.df.18)


LANGSTON, John Mercer. *From the Virginia Plantation to the National Capitol; or, the First and Only Negro Representative in Congress from the Old Dominion*. (Repr.) New York: Arno Press, 1969. (X.809/19061)


LINSIN, Christopher E. “Something more than a Creed: Mary McLeod Bethune’s Aim of Integrated Autonomy as Director of Negro Affairs,” *Florida Historical Quarterly* 76:1 (1997): 20-41.


MONEYHAN, Carol H. “Black Politics in Arkansas during the Gilded Age, 1876-1900,” *Arkansas Historical Quarterly* 44:3 (1985): 222-245.


---------- *Communists in Harlem during the Depression*. Urbana; London; University of Illinois Press, 1983. (X.800/40619)


NOLAN, William A. *Communism versus the Negro*. Chicago, 1951. (8178.b.4)


THE PRESS


**JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY.** Lancaster, PA; Washington, 1916 - . (Ac.8444)


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. *Negro Newspapers on Microfilm*. Washington, 1953. (11924.f.35)


*MESSENGER*. Vol. 5, no. 9 - vol. 7, no.4. Sept. 1923 - April 1925. (P.6392.ebg)


**RACE RELATIONS & ‘THE NEGRO QUESTION’**


BASSETT, John Spencer. “Stirring up the Fires of Race Antipathy,” *South Atlantic Quarterly* 2 (Oct. 1903): 297-305.


CHICAGO COMMISSION ON RACE RELATIONS. *The Negro in Chicago: a Study of Race Relations and a Race Riot*. Chicago, 1922. (08175.dd.16)


--


ELEAZER, R.B. *Understanding our Neighbors: an Educational Approach to America’s Major Race Problem*. Atlanta, 1941. (08385.b.53)


GRiffin, A.P.C., comp. Select List of References on the Negro Question. Washington, 1903. (11909.t.16)


JENNINGS, H.S. *Scientific Aspects of the Race Problem*. Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 1941. (010007.ee.48)


---------- *Patterns of Negro Segregation*. London: Victor Gallancz, 1944. (8175.dd.10)


Lake Mohonk. *First Mohonk Conference on the Negro Question*, 1890. Boston: G.H. Ellis, 1890. (8156.e.16)

Le Conte, Joseph. *The Race Problem in the South*. In Brooklyn Ethical Association, Evolution Series, no.29. (7006.bbb.43)


------------- *Races, Nations, Classes*. Philadelphia, 1924. (08275.e.86/6)


PHELPS-STOKES FUND. Twenty Year Report of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, 1911-1931. With a Series of Studies of Negro Progress and of Developments of Race Relations in the United States and Africa during the Period, and a Discussion of the Present Outlook. New York, 1932. (08385.f.3)


------------ Racial Integrity and other Features of the Negro Problem. South Nashville, 1907. (8157.de.29)


SIEG, Vera. The Negro Problem: a Bibliography. Madison, 1908. (011899.h.31.(3))


SMITH, Edward Staples. Selected Segregation: on Racial Relations in the U.S.A. Boston: Christopher Publishing House, 1950. (8177.m.28)


---------- *Art and the Color Line: an Appeal made May 31, 1939, to the President General and other Officers of the Daughters of the American Revolution to Modify their Rules so as to Permit Distinguished Negro Artists such as Miss Marian Anderson to be Heard in Constitution Hall*. Washington, 1939. (20034.bb.12)


---------- *Race Relationships and the Race Problem: a Definition and an Analysis*. Durham, NC, 1939. (Ac.2685.ka.(64))


UNITED STATES - SUPREME COURT. The Decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in the Louisville Segregation Case, Buchanan vs. Warley. New York, 1926. (6617.bb.32)


RELIGION


CRUMMELL, Alexander. A Defence of the Negro Race in America from the Assaults and Charges of Rev. J.L. Tucker, D.D., of Jackson, Mississippi, in his Paper before the ‘Church Congress’ of 1882, on ‘The Relations of the Church to the Colored Race’ Prepared and Published at the Request of the Protestant Episcopal Church by Alexander Crummell. Washington: Judd & Detweiler, 1883. (Mic.A.18700)


REID, Ira DeAugustine. *The Church and Education for the Negroes*. In Trevor Bowen, Divine White Right, 1934. (20018.d.7)


**RIOTS & PROTESTS**


ILLINOIS; Chicago Commission on Race Relations. *The Negro in Chicago: a Study of Race Relations and a Race Riot*. Chicago, 1922. (08175.dd.16)


**SPORT**


------------


**TRANSPORT**

COLEMAN, J.C. *The Jim Crow Car, or Denouncement of Injustice Meted out to the Black Race; Supreme Court Decision by His Lordship Bishop H.M. Turner, Largely Quoted and Elucidated, Clippings from Miss Ida B. Wells Barnett’s “The Reason Why”, Grave State of Affairs in the Southern States, Incidents on Railroads, Public Conveyances, Employment etc.* [Toronto?]: Hill, 1898. (Mic.F.232)


**TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE**


HOWLAND, Isabel. *A Description of the Work at the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama.* 1897. (8364.a.66)


*SERVICE.* Vol.1, no.1 Aug. 1936) - vol.18, no.12 (July 1954). (Mic.A.16205)

STOKES, Anson Phelps. *Tuskegee Institute: the First Fifty Years.* Tuskegee, 1931. (8287.g.23)


*TUSKEGEE MESSENGER.* Vol.1, no.1 (Aug.23, 1924) - vol.12, nos.10/12 (Oct./Dec. 1936). (Mic.A.16197)

**URBAN LIFE**


CHICAGO COMMISSION ON RACE RELATIONS. *The Negro in Chicago: a Study of Race Relations and a Race Riot*. Chicago, 1922. (08175.dd.16)


MacKAY, Claude. Harlem: Negro Metropolis. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1940. (010410.f.56)


WARNER, Robert Austin. *New Haven Negroes: a Social History*. New Haven, 1940. (Ac.2692.m.u.(17))


**BOOKER T. WASHINGTON**


WASHINGTON, Booker T. *An Address*. Tuskegee: Tuskegee Institute Steam Print, 1901. (Mic.A.18706)


---------- *Booker T. Washington, the Man that Raised the Negro*. London; Madras: Christian Literature Society, 1905. (012199.ee.4/27)


---------- “Industrial Education for the Negro.” In *The Negro Problem*, 1903. (8156.de.38)


---------- *Working with the Hands*. New York; London: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1904. (010883.g.18)


THE WEST


WOMEN


CUTHBERT, Marion V. *Education and Marginality: a Study of the Negro Woman College Graduate*. New York, 1942. (Mic.A.13595)


STERLING, Dorothy. We are your Sisters: Black Women in the Nineteenth Century. New York: W.W. Norton, 1984. (DSC: 84/13684)


THOMPSON, Kathleen and Hilary MacAustin. The Face of our Past: Images of Black Women from Colonial America to the Present. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999. (fm00/1071)


WORK & UNIONS


HAYNES, George Edmund. The Negro at Work in New York City: a Study in Economic Progress. 1912. (Ac.2688/2)


JACKSON, Giles B. and Daniel Webster Davis. The Industrial History of the Negro Race of the United States. Richmond: Virginia Press, 1908. (08276.c.62)


--------- “The Organization of the Negroes by the Knights of Labor,” *Journal of Negro History* 32 (July 1952): 248-76.


NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION. *Selected Studies of Negro Employment in the South*. Washington: NPA, 1955. (8296.g.37)


NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION. *Selected Studies of Negro Employment in the South*. Washington: NPA, 1955. (8296.g.37)


SHIELDS, Emma L. *Negro Women in Industry*. Washington, 1922. (A.S.166)


WASHINGTON, Booker T. “Industrial Education for the Negro.” In *The Negro Problem*, 1933. (8156.de.38)


**WORLD WARS – domestic impact**


BOND, Horace M. “Should the Negro Care Who Wins the War?,” *The Annals* 223 (1942): 81-84.


STATES

ALABAMA


HOWLAND, Isabel. A Description of the Work at the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama. 1897. (8364.a.66)


**ARKANSAS**


MONEYHAN, Carol H. “Black Politics in Arkansas during the Gilded Age, 1876-1900,” *Arkansas Historical Quarterly* 44:3 (1985): 222-245.


**CALIFORNIA**


**COLORADO**


**CONNECTICUT**

WARNER, Robert Austin. *New Haven Negroes: a Social History*. New Haven, 1940. (Ac.2692.m.u.(17))

**DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA**


FLORIDA


GEORGIA


MORGAN, John William. The Origin and Distribution of the Graduates of the Negro Colleges of Georgia. Milledgeville, 1940. (08385.ee.45)


ILLINOIS


CHICAGO COMMISSION ON RACE RELATIONS. The Negro in Chicago: a Study of Race Relations and a Race Riot. Chicago, 1922. (08175.dd.16)


**INDIANA**


DITTLINGER, Esther. “Blacks in Madison County, Indiana,” Journal of Afro-

FERGUSON, Earline Rae. “The Women’s Improvement Club of Indianapolis: Black
237-261.

GIBBS, Wilma L., ed. Indiana’s African-American Heritage: Essays from Black
(YA.1995.b.1004)

THORNBROUGH, Emma Lou. “Breaking Racial Barriers to Public Accommodations

WARREN, Stanley. “The Monster Meetings at the Negro YMCA in Indianapolis,”

WITCHER, Curt B., comp. “Allen County, Indiana Black Americans in World War
I,” Journal of the Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society 8:2 (1987): 71-
78.

IOWA


KANSAS

ATHEARN, Robert G. In Search of Canaan: Black Migration to Kansas, 1879-80.

BRADY, Marilyn Dell. “Organising Afro-American Girls’ Clubs in Kansas in the

COX, Thomas C. Blacks in Topeka, Kansas, 1865-1915: a Social History. Baton
Rouge; London: Louisiana State University Press, 1982. (X.800/38822)

FREHILL, Lisa M. “Occupational Segregation in Kansas and Nebraska, 1890-1900,”

GORDON, Jacob U. Narratives of African Americans in Kansas, 1870-1992: Beyond
(YC.1994.b.2686)


HULSTON, Nancy J. “Our Schools Must be Open to all Classes of Citizens: the Desegregation of the University of Kansas School of Medicine, 1938,” Kansas History 19:2 (1996): 88-97.


KENTUCKY


**LOUISIANA**


MACALLISTER, Jane Ellen. *The Training of Negro Teachers in Louisiana.* New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1929.  (20019.g.1)


MARYLAND


BRACKETT, Jeffrey Richardson. *Notes on the Progress of the Colored People of Maryland since the War*. Baltimore, 1890. (Ac.2689)


MACGUINN, Henry Jared. *The Courts and the Changing Status of Negroes in Maryland*. Richmond, 1940. (6786.c.1)


**MASSACHUSETTS**


**MICHIGAN**


MINNESOTA

SPANGLER, Earl. *Bibliography of Negro History: Selected and Annotated, General and Minnesota*. Minneapolis: Ross & Haines, 1963. (2764.m.24)


MISSISSIPPI


NOBLE, Stuart Grayson. *Forty Years of the Public Schools in Mississippi, with Special Reference to the Education of the Negro*. New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1918.  (08365.k.8)


WOODARD, D.W. *Negro Progress in a Mississippi Town: being a Study of Conditions in Jackson, Mississippi*. Cheyney, PA: Committee for the Advancement of the Interests of the Negro Race, 1909.  (Mic.A.16879)


**MISSOURI**


MONTANA


NEBRASKA


NEVADA


NEW JERSEY


NEW MEXICO

NEW YORK


MacKAY, Claude. Harlem: Negro Metropolis. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1940. (010410.f.56)


NORTH CAROLINA


**OHIO**


**OKLAHOMA**


**OREGON**


“Sources for History of Blacks in Oregon,” *Oregon Historical Quarterly* 63 (1972): 197-211.


**PENNSYLVANIA**


**SOUTH CAROLINA**


**TENNESSEE**


GORE, George William. *In-Service Professional Improvement of Negro Public School Teachers in Tennessee*. New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1940. (08385.b.86)


TEXAS


DUREEN, Almetris Marsh. *Overcoming: a History of Black Integration at the University of Texas.* Austin: University of Texas, 1979. (X.525/9091)


**VIRGINIA**


IRWIN, Marjorie Felice. The Negro in Charlottesville and Albmarle County: an Exploratory Study. Charlottesville: University of Virginia, 1929. (Mic.A.16201/1(9))


PINCHBECK, Raymond B. The Virginia Negro Artisan and Tradesman. Richmond, 1926. (Ac.2691.ta/2)


WASHINGTON


WEST VIRGINIA


WISCONSIN

WYOMING


WISCONSIN


BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GUIDES and REFERENCE BOOKS


NEGRO BIBLIOGRAPHIC AND RESEARCH CENTER. *The Negro in Print*. Vol. 1 no. 1, etc. May 1965 etc.  (P.1853/7)


WOODSON, Carter Godwin. *Ten Years of Collecting and Publishing Records of the Negro*. Washington, 1925. (8282.g.59)

GUIDES TO THE BRITISH LIBRARY’S NORTH AMERICAN COLLECTIONS PUBLISHED BY THE ECCLES CENTRE

An Era of Change: Contemporary US-UK-West European Relations
American Slavery: Pre-1866 Imprints
United States Government Policies Toward Native Americans, 1787-1900
Mormon Americana
United States and Canadian Holdings at the British Library Newspaper Library
Imagining the West
Conserving America
Mining the American West
The Harlem Renaissance
The Civil Rights Movement,
Women in the Trans-Mississippi West, 1840-1900
The United States and the Vietnam War
The United States and the 1930s
The American Colonies, 1584-1688
The Anglo-American ‘Special Relationship’ during the Second World War

ISBN 0-7123-4427-6